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Dear Friends,
Over these months our lives have changed suddenly and dramatically. The
realities of living in the midst of a Pandemic has forced us to be resourceful,
strong, innovative and resilient. Sadly, the uncertainties and challenges created
by COVID-19 are not yet behind us-- but one day they will be and we will embrace the return of what was our daily and very ordinary routine.
Similarly, these four months have seen unending transformation take place in
our synagogue as we have faced the unprecedented challenges of this Pandemic. In early March it would have been impossible for me to envision all the
many ways in which we would be forced to reengineer almost every aspect of
the Merrick Jewish Centre.
If there has been any silver lining in all the pain and disruption caused by the
Pandemic it has been the comfort and support members of our community
have given to one another. I have seen evidence of this on the faces of those
attending our classes, religious services, special programming and meetings.
People have remarked to me that they feel a deeper connection to our congregational family because they have come to sense more fully the depth of our
concern for those in our community.
The truth is that we have always believed that our most critical mission is to
create a caring, compassionate, connected and supportive Jewish community. Perhaps in the relative quiet of isolation and
quarantine many have come to appreciate the commitment with which we dedicate ourselves to that vision. When this crisis
will have passed, let us all continue to build our future upon these values.
What I have seen in the leadership of this congregation has been incredibly impressive. They have responded to every issue
we have faced with unlimited energy, heartfelt devotion and endless concern for the well-being of our community. Not for one
moment have they lost sight of that overriding concern.
Looking into the future, we know that there are months of monumental challenges facing our congregation. So much remains
to be done to sustain our congregation and to bring our synagogue back from this crisis. That’s why I’m asking you to join
us in our efforts. We can emerge from this a much stronger, more cohesive, more caring and more visionary community. We
can emerge as a congregation in which our concern for one another, our engagement in Jewish life, our conviction about the
importance of the role of the synagogue in sustaining the Jewish people will drive the future of the MJC.
We have reached this very strange and different summer. As we do, I want, once again, to express the depth of my gratitude
to Howie Segal who has now completed his term as president. I don’t know of a president of our congregation who has been
called upon to do more than Howie has over these past two years. He has navigated us through so many really difficult and
complex situations. Every single day he has left it all out on the field putting in long hours on behalf of our congregation-- because his motto has been, “I want to give our congregation the synagogue they deserve.” It has been a great privilege to be
teamed with Howie. He’s the guy you not only want on your team-- he’s the guy you want to be your captain. Yasher Koach,
dear Howie.
As Howie departs, Howard Tiegel steps in to become our president. Howard has done this before-- and we asked him to
assume the presidency once again. We knew that the times required his visionary leadership, his wisdom and his incredible
strength of purpose to take us into the future. Howard is absolutely the right person-- at the right time. I am so grateful that
Howard agreed to return to the presidency. I encourage you to respond to his campaign, Let Me Help: A Campaign for the
Present. Howard wants to engage more members of our congregation in the work of the MJC. This initiative is essential for the
present and the future of the MJC. Personally, I’m thrilled to have the opportunity to be a player in Howard Tiegel Presidential
Redux. I feel more confident in the future of the MJC knowing that he will bring his leadership to every challenge we face.
One final note of appreciation. How grateful I am to our senior staff who have been indefatigable in meeting the many challenges this crisis has placed in front of us. Through these very long and difficult weeks I relied heavily upon Rabbi Dermer,
Cantor Warschawski, Educational Director Heléna Eilenberg and Administrative Director Jill Burns. I will never forget their
boundless energy, their resourcefulness and their determination to find a solution to every problem we have faced. What a
blessing they have been to me-- and to all of us!

Continued next page...
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Dear Friends,
A few months ago, when the entirety of the Jewish world began shifting
to the virtual platform Zoom for services and events, I wondered to myself,
partially in jest, whether there is a special blessing we might say to recognize this miraculous technology. While our ancient Rabbis could hardly have
imagined a blessing for the use of Zoom, there is a story from the Talmud
that comes to mind about a legendary sage named Ben Zoma. It is recorded in Tractate Berakhot 58a that Ben Zoma, seeing a multitude of Jewish
travelers come together in Jerusalem after having been separated for many
months, would offer the private blessing, Baruch Shebara Kol Elu, “Blessed is the One who has created us, allowing us to come together for Divine
service.”
Over the months that we have been physically distant, our spiritual connection has remained strong. Sharing moments with members of our MJC
family by phone, by computer, or a wave across the parking lot, I’ve felt time
and again the power of Ben Zoma’s blessing -- a deep gratitude to the God
who allows us to be together, in all the ways we possibly can be, so that we
might engage in Divine service. At our first Zoom Bat Mitzvah, Ben Zoma’s
blessing was on my mind as I turned up the audio on my computer to hear
a young adult chant her Haftorah before a room full of virtual guests. The
blessing has been with me each night saying Kaddish at our evening virtual
Minyan with those in need, and yes, I felt its power even at our first Zoom Bris (I assure you, the Mohel was present in-person.) Ben Zoma’s words have meant more to me with each passing week. I’m filled with gratitude to God for the strength,
resilience, and creativity our people and our community have been able to cultivate as we have come together in service
and celebration despite the challenges we have faced.
As we enter the summer months, we recall in our liturgical cycle that these weeks mark the beginning of the period known
as Bein HaMetzarim, a time “between the narrow straights.” During these weeks, we bring to mind the multitude of challenges our people have encountered throughout history, culminating with Tisha B’av, our day of collective mourning in
late July. But it must be noted that these weeks are not merely weeks of sorrow and despair, they are also weeks in which
we celebrate the strength and creativity of the Jewish spirit. I’m inspired by the ways in which that spirit is alive and well
at the Merrick Jewish Centre. Just take a look at some of the pictures below from our Lag B’Omer drive-in bonfire celebration, or our teen initiative to distribute Shabbat bags through contactless pickup, to see what I mean.
These summer weeks of Bein HaMetzarim point us, not only back in history, but forward toward our future potential. I am
proud of the intense commitment and thoughtfulness that our community members and leadership have already begun
to cultivate in preparation for the coming High Holiday season. And as for the blessing of Ben Zoma, his celebration of the
gathering of the Jewish people after months of being apart, I will continue to hold his words in my heart each and every
day, Baruch Shebaranu Kol Elu, Blessed is the One who created us to come together for Divine service, with the excitement of sharing many meaningful moments with all of you in the months to come.
B’Shalom,
Rabbi Dermer

A message from Rabbi Klein (Con’t)
A new year is approaching. So much of this summer will be spent in planning for our upcoming High Holy Days. Although
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur will not be experienced as in years past, I promise you that we will create a spiritually
meaningful tapestry of services and events to celebrate the arrival of the year 5781.
I wish you and yours a safe and pleasant summer.
Faithfully yours,
Rabbi Charles Klein
Michelle & Michael Schwartz & Family
Senior Rabbinic Chair
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Dear Friends:
For those of you know who don’t know me, I’m Howard Tiegel. My
wife Paula and I, who grew up on the same block in Oceanside,
have been married for 25 years. We moved to Bellmore in 2000
after living in Manhattan and Lawrence prior to that. That same year
our daughter Brianna was born. Brianna attended the Friedberg
JCC pre-school at the Merrick Jewish Centre, and as time moves so
quickly, will soon begin her junior year at the University of Delaware. We have been members of the MJC since those early JCC
days when Brianna was in Miss Bonnie’s class. All it took was one
Shabbat morning when I decided to quietly sit in the back row of
the Sanctuary for me to be hooked. And then, after helping out
with some interesting projects (including working on the search
that brought us Heléna Eilenberg), I was asked to join the Board of
Directors, a little bit later became an officer, and then served the
Congregation as president from 2013 to 2015.
Back in 2013, we were living during very challenging times. Coming
out of the disaster wrought by Hurricane Sandy, we faced the very
stark demographic and social trends that were working against
Conservative Judaism across the country and in our own neighborhood. The statistics were grim. But as a congregation, we took
those challenges on with energy and creativity and, seeing the opportunity to build a stronger and more vibrant
community in the years to follow, we refused to capitulate to the demographics and actually grew our membership, our offerings, and our engagement year-over-year. It was an impressive testament to the perseverance of our
congregation, one that cares deeply about our synagogue, what it means to each of us, and what we mean to one
another.
Today, we face even greater challenges than we did during those days. The pandemic has shaken to the core
our economy and our optimism about the future. Most of us have endured the most continuously stressful and
difficult days we have ever endured, and many are feeling the financial and other anxieties tied to an extremely
unpredictable future. But just as we as a congregation have faced the challenges of the past, I am convinced that
together we are up to the task of building a brilliant future for the Merrick Jewish Centre, because I know the capacity and capability of our congregation to take amazing action.
What we have done together during these last few months has been truly extraordinary. We have come together
as a community to support one another -- to support those who have been sick, those who have been mourning,
and those who have been on the front lines. We have supported both the Jewish community and the drive for
justice for all. We have supported those in our congregation who have needed some extra help and assistance.
And when we have asked for you to help the MJC when we moved our services, school and other programming
online to enable us to remain spiritually and educationally together while we have been physically apart, so many
have stepped in and stepped up. You have brought a new sense of energy, vigor and urgent action, and have
developed, in a very short period of time, deep new involvements and relationships. Thank you to everyone who
has done so.
So, as I did at the Congregational Meeting last month, I ask you - whether you are among those who have been
MJC members for years and who have always responded to our calls to action; or if you are among those who
have more recently joined our congregational family and have not yet shared your talents with all of us - to be
inspired by the difficult moments we face today and embrace the opportunity to help. Please bring your knowledge, skills, creativity, leadership, voice, energy and heart towards both the effort of sustaining us today, and of
authoring and shaping the future of our beloved congregation, to help us continuously build a more inclusive and
welcoming environment, to fight anti-Semitism and racism, to lend our hand to Israel, and to sustain the MJC
well into the future so that the congregational community we have maintained together since 1929 will continue
to inspire us in new and marvelous ways for the decades to come.
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With the extraordinary needs facing our synagogue in light of the virus and resulting crisis, I ask you to please
join us and participate in what I am calling “Let Me Help: A Campaign for the Present.” This is not a financial
campaign. Instead, we desperately want and need to bring you in more closely, to hear from you, to listen
deeply to you, and to give you the pen that helps write the future of the Merrick Jewish Centre, whether or not
you have ever felt the desire to pick up that pen before.
We are deep into our preparations for the High Holy Days. It is going to be an extraordinarily complicated effort
about which we will communicate with you later this month. It will be unlike anything we have ever put together. We will need your help executing our plans in a number and variety of ways. We also need your input as we
assemble the most meaningful Hebrew School program we can under the extremely difficult conditions put on
us by the virus. In addition, we are going to be looking towards a more vibrant online, digital and social media
presence, building on what we have started during the crisis. As we conclude the first phase of our major construction project and proceed with the next phases, those with skills, experience and interest in helping us to
continuously improve and maintain our physical facilities are most welcome to guide us. As health, safety and
security are always at the top of our minds, we would be extraordinarily appreciative of having additional support towards our mutual protection. And of course, we want to conduct a deep conversation with you about the
near-, mid- and long-term strategic future of the MJC and the role you would like the MJC to play in your life,
and within that context, the character, skills and experiences we need as we conduct a search for Rabbi Klein’s
successor.
If you have skills, interest and capacity in these areas or any others, we will be delighted to have you participate as your time permits, and we will appreciate all of your efforts and inputs. You need not commit to full and
ongoing committee participation, because even joining a discussion meeting, or taking on a small project from
time-to-time will help us to move forward in meaningful ways.
In this vein, and in the spirit of asking for your involvement in any way you are able to offer it, I would ask that
you please email me to let me know your area(s) of interest and how you might like to help. I will see every
response and will be delighted to connect you to the opportunities that match your interests. If you are not sure
about how you wish to help, but just know that you want to help, please let me know and we can figure out the
best way for you to connect with something that motivates you. We will be extremely thankful for your desire to
be involved and look forward to your impactful contributions as we face the challenges ahead of us.
Finally, to everyone who has shared their kind wishes as I again take on the responsibility of the presidency
of the Merrick Jewish Centre, I am most grateful for your confidence and kind support. As always, I will do my
very best.
B’Shalom,
Howard Tiegel
htiegel@merrickjc.org
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Greetings,
In writing this summertime bulletin article I think it is safe to say
that the carefree days that usually accompany this time of year
are imbued with a heavier, more somber feel than we have been
accustomed to in summers past. There will undoubtedly be less
travel, fewer BBQ’s, minimal time spent with family that don’t live
together, reduced scope of activities to participate in, and yes, less
congregating available to us. What a shame!
The coronavirus pandemic that has disrupted our past patterns
of life is entering its eighteenth week. The national social unrest
following the killing of George Floyd that is changing our past patterns of social order is entering its seventh week. Living through
these two situations simultaneously is more than enough to raise
our anxiety levels regardless of our personal or political stances
about these phenomena. This has me reflecting on the concept
that has continued to cross my mind since the 4th of July weekend: Uncertainty.
On that holiday weekend my family was ready to take a modest “Covid-style” vacation to visit my relatives in Baltimore. We
planned to stay at my brother’s house which has a separate area
for guests. We organized social distancing activities and meals that
we could safely partake in together as larger family. Unfortunately, about 90 minutes before we were to “hit the
road,” my brother informed me that one of the kids in the family was exposed to another child who later got sick.
(FYI both children are currently healthy.) A covid test was administered to the ailing friend but the results were not
in yet. All of our vacation plans were suddenly rendered uncertain.
We pushed back our travel time hoping to hear news of a negative test result. But none came. More uncertainty.
We kept our suitcases semi-packed in the living room as we spent an unprepared-for Shabbat at home, but Sunday came and still no test result. More uncertainty. Finally the weekend passed and the only thing that became
certain was that we were not going to Baltimore at all. We lived that weekend in the limbo of uncertainty.
That was when it struck me that we have all been living a longer, slower-developing form of uncertainty since all
this began in March. We have all had our proverbial suitcases sitting in the living room ready for certainty to set in
again. But thus far it has not.
So, what does Judaism have to teach us when faced with uncertainty?
I believe one answer lies in Proverbs: “Commit to the L-rd whatever you do, and He will establish your plans.”
This is not to say be complacent and let G-d figure it out. To me, this means that we are duty-bound to make our
plans to the best of our abilities. We are to make wise decisions as we perceive them and hope that all will go according to our plans. However, once we “commit” that plan before the L-rd, it is time to back off and let G-d work
on what form those plans will take in their establishment. In that “backing off” is where uncertainty exists and
where our faith in G-d, the Ideal, must take over.
Social unrest and Covid aside, this is the way our longed for “normal-lives” of the past have always worked. We
make plans and they play out in reality however the L-rd sees fit. It is only the illusion that our lives have so often
mirrored our plans, that faith in G-d barely seems to play a role in the establishment of said plans. Maybe our ratio of uncertainty to faith has to be adjusted a bit toward the faith side of things these days, but the basic equation
remains the same. We prepare, G-d manifests.
Let us move forward with confidence in our plans. Let us move forward with acceptance of the uncertainty inherent in establishing those plans. Let us move forward with faith in the Ideal One that He will establish a good plan
for us. And finally, let us move forward with the shared confidence that through our planning, G-d will bring us all
together at the right time, in the right place, and in the best way throughout our uncertainty. Of that I am certain!
Warm regards for a restful summer!
Cantor Benjamin Warschawski
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July 1, 2020 marks my one year of service as the administrative director of Merrick Jewish Centre. While I could have never imagined that
one year later I would be writing this article from my home office, I am
truly grateful for the opportunity to be part of the MJC family. While
July 2019 was the beginning of a typical summer for many, it was the
beginning of my indoctrination as a director of a synagogue. While my
previous experience on the staff of a synagogue in Georgia as education director was very helpful in moving into this role, the view through
the synagogue management lens was noticeably different. This was
most apparent as I worked with the MJC team through the High Holy
Day planning process; I began to understand just what people meant
when they said High Holidays were a great production at the Merrick
Jewish Centre. As volunteers converged on the office to help all the different components of the High Holidays come together, I was amazed
at the dedication and passion of the congregants. They were a family
working together to create a meaningful and spiritual holiday experience. I received extensive on-the-job training on the ticket process, the
ticket fair, in addition to determining how many chairs and honey cakes
(an enormous number!) needed to be ordered.
Fast forward one year later, as we prepare for the High Holy days of
5781, who could have foreseen that we would be tasked with completely reinventing our processes to adapt to the current pandemic,
while focusing on the joy of the holidays. Those same congregants and more have volunteered their time to
reimagine the 5781 High Holy Days. The processes of last year need to be put aside for 5781, but not the core
value of “providing the community with a spiritually powerful High Holiday experience, regardless of the mode
and methods ultimately utilized, that inspire participation… .” This monumental task of keeping us all safe, while
preparing for the holidays has reminded me that no matter the situation, the need to keep connected and stay
positive must be foremost in our minds.
One of the side effects of the pandemic, has turned into a benefit for this mom and her husband who had joined
the empty nesters group. My children returned from college (including my son who was studying abroad in
London!) for an unexpected extended home stay. Having our entire family live under the same roof will very
rarely happen again. I am having the joy of watching my son learn to cook, make ice cream, plan for his position
as fraternity alumni chair and become a coffee connoisseur. My daughter has quickly shifted gears as a nursing
student learning in hospitals to moving to an on-line learning setting. She did the grocery shopping and was all
in on raising our new Ragdoll kitten (Archie); a welcome distraction! My husband and I got to spend time with our
children, have family dinners, watch movies, do puzzles and take some moments to get those last life lessons in
before they no longer live under our roof. We also walked extensively throughout our new Long Beach neighborhood to see many beautiful homes in the “City by the Beach.”
I now take your calls from my new home office in our kitchen. Although I have temporarily lost one of the best
benefits of my job, that is, working with our staff and volunteers every day, we have been constantly engaged on
Zoom, phone and email. And while I have worked hard at supporting our clergy remotely, there have been daily
administrative challenges that have also been added to their plates the last few months. That brings up one of the
big mysteries for me these past few months; does anyone know who is typing Rabbi Klein’s sermons? I can make
a guess. I do look forward to the time that this will fall on my plate again, in our new normal.
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We are excited to inform you that during the past few
weeks we have begun outdoor in-person morning minyan and will continue to do so, weather permitting.
The services will be held in the south-eastern corner of
the parking lot at the following times:
Sunday – 8:30AM
Monday and Thursday – 6:30AM
Friday – 6:45AM
We are making this transition slowly and with caution
Here are the protocols developed by the MJC health &
safety committee. Adherence to them are MANDATORY.
NO EXCEPTIONS!

Health Restrictions
For the protection of all congregants and guests, it is of
paramount importance that you do not attend services
if you, or any member of your family, are experiencing
symptoms of illness, including but not limited to a cough,
sore throat, or fever, even if you have pre-registered
to attend.CDC acknowledged symptoms of COVID-19
include:
• Fever or chills
• Cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• Fatigue
• Muscle or body aches
• Headache
• New loss of taste or smell
• Sore throat
• Congestion or runny nose
• Nausea or vomiting
• Diarrhea
For more information, visit CDC website:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms
testing/symptoms.html
If you had or think you may have had COVID-19 please
do not attend until at least 14 days after symptoms have
resolved and there has been no fever for at least 14 days.
If you have recently traveled from another state with
significant community spread of COVID-19, including but
not limited to Florida, you are required to self- quarantine
for 14 days once arriving in New York and you will not be
permitted to attend our outdoor minyan.

Parking

Please leave an empty parking space on each side of your
car.

ations only. All other areas in the building are restricted
from access at this time.

Physical Distancing Requirements
Please maintain a minimum distance from other congregants of 6-feet during services. If you would like to sit
during the service, please bring your own chair, as no
seating will be provided.
There should be no socializing in the parking lot after
services conclude.

Face Covering Requirement
Everyone must wear a facemask or cloth face covering in
the parking lot and sidewalks outside the building.

Kippot and Tallaisim
You MUST bring your own kippot and tallaisim, as none
will be provided.

Prayer Books
If you have a weekday prayer book, please bring it with
you. We will have prayer books available. However, if
you use one, take it with you, and return it to the MJC at
another time in the future.

Food or Drinks
No food will be permitted in the parking lot during services. You may bring a drink with you.
We will continue to livestream our morning minyan on
Zoom to accommodate those that cannot or do not wish
to attend in person services, at this time.
We miss praying with you in person, and are excited to be
taking this nextstep.

Virtual Minyan Services
Morning Servies:
Monday & Thursday at 7 am
Friday at 7 am
Sunday at 8 am
Evening Services
Sunday through Thursday at 8 pm
Friday Shabbat at 6:15 pm
Zoom meeting ID: 649-098-3015
Password: Mitzvah613
Zoom call in phone number: 1-929-205-6099
ID: 649-098-3015
Password: 6489824613

Restrooms

Restrooms will be available for use for emergency situ-
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From The Book of Ecclesiastes we learn, “There is a time to be silent and a time to speak out.” We gather as the clergy
of the community of Merrick to join our voices at a time when our nation so desperately needs to hear the essential
and eternal truths we have each learned from our tradition. As spiritual leaders of Merrick, we believe and embrace
the teaching that people of all races and nationalities are created in the image of God and that, therefore, all life is
sacred. We whole heartedly condemn the murder of George Floyd and all instances of disregard for the God-given
dignity of any human being, regardless of ethnicity or race. In truth, we are all one human race.
We, together, stand in complete agreement that our beautiful town is a place where we share these common God-inscribed values: Life is sacred, God created life so that human beings would be the crown jewel of creation- not some
human beings- all human beings. The people of our congregations share these values. We, the spiritual leaders of
Merrick unite to say that our Merrick is not the place that has been so poorly portrayed by the media. Merrick is a community where people are respected, where human decency guides our actions and where goodness is visible in our
daily interactions.
This is a gathering of hope, a statement of hope- for we share the vision of an America in which racism will be eradicated. We commit ourselves to that cause knowing that it will be our unity and shared purpose which will create long
overdue change in America. We call upon all who will hear these words to remember that we cannot permit indifference to quiet the power of God’s voice which moves us all.
We respect all of those who honor the memory of George Floyd and any others who, over the years, have suffered the
same agonizing fate. Many march for a righteous cause - to protest the horror, the evil and the sin that is racism. But
we strongly condemn the acts of violence, falsely perpetrated in the name of George Floyd, which are morally wrong
and sow the seeds of an anarchy which must not be allowed. And it must be said that we are grateful to the members
of the Nassau County Police Department for their devoted service to our community at all times, and for the professional and respectful manner by which they conducted themselves during the peaceful protests which took place in
our streets.
Today we offer more than our thoughts and prayers. We stand together to commit ourselves, our congregations and
our community to work together so that jointly we will banish hatred and bigotry from our land and bend the arc of
morality towards equal justice for those, who have been denied that justice.
Rabbi Charles Klein
Merrick Jewish Centre

Rt. Rev. Dr. Issac Mar Philoxenos
Sinai Mar Thoma Center

Rabbi Michael D. Baum

Temple Beth Am of Merrick & Bellmore

Rabbi Dov Winston
Young Israel of Merrick

Rabbi Ira Ebbin

Congregation Ohav Shalom

Pastor Marc Grimaldi

Grace Reformed Baptist Church of Long Island

Msgr. Francis J. Caldwell

Parish of The Cure of Ars

Father Nikiforos Fakinos

St. Demetrios

Rabbi Jack Dermer
Merrick Jewish Centre
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THUMBS UP FOR HEBREW SCHOOL! WHAT’S NEXT...
Right before Purim, in early March, our Hebrew School had just finished our first two days of Chuggim (clubs).
Students chose activities that involved doing mitzvot, and enriching Jewish life. They made blankets for families
in shelters, sewed pillows for breast cancer victims, built a tree of life for our school wall, painted their kippot,
made puppets and much more.
Once we could no longer be in the building, teachers and students took off but in a different way. After one week,
classes met on Zoom two or three times a week, with two-thirds of our students coming regularly. Teachers and
students rallied, finding new ways of connecting in such a short time.
As the fall approaches, we are thumbs up again with a new challenge!
We all hope that we can have school in our building, meeting safely for all of our students and their teachers.
Learning in-person is so important and we continue to work towards that becoming a reality as soon as we can.
We are exploring all possible options. Continuing our students’ learning about Judaism and Jewish life is what
we are all about.
But if we cannot meet in-person, do not dismay! Our teachers have committed this summer to becoming experts
in creative and exciting ways to reach children virtually.
We begin our preparations with one important difference from the spring. We have the time to train and prepare
and we are using this time wisely. In addition, if we must teach virtually, we will have only small individualized
classes to build personal, meaningful relationships, and enable our students to learn more in shorter periods of
time.
Our teachers are passionate about reaching their students. No matter what tools we use, providing a rich,
meaningful Jewish education and building bonds within the community are our goals.
You and your children matter. This next year presents many unknowns, but we will be working all summer to
prepare for all possibilities. We are up for the challenge.
Have a safe, happy and healthy summer.
Heléna Eilenberg
Director of Education
Some pictures from our days of Chuggim! A wonderful time
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as of July 1, 2020

ATTENDING SERVICES AT THE MJC

Our community and our world are slowly emerging from
a crisis that none of us could have imagined or prepared
for. No aspect of our lives has been untouched by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our physical health, psychosocial,
financial and spiritual well-being have been put to the
test. There are many stories of great tragedy but there are
as many stories of great heroism, acts of kindness and
wonderful innovation as families have prevailed through
months of self-quarantine.

The procedures below apply to attendance at all services and may change at any time in response to guidelines and advisories issued by the CDC and the NYSDOH, Governor Cuomo, Nassau County and the Town
of Hempstead. Anyone who enters the MJC building,
including the premises adjacent to the building, such as
the parking lot, sidewalks, staircases and landings, and
grassy areas, agrees to fully adhere to this Guide. There
will be no exceptions to this Guide to Re-Entering the
MJC. Failure to follow guidelines places other congregants and staff at risk and cannot be tolerated and
anyone in violation will be asked to leave the building.

The Merrick Jewish Centre, under the loving support
and guidance of our Rabbis and lay leadership have
continued to reach out and provide Shabbat, minyan,
and Yom Tov services, numerous classes, and personal
touchpoints to our congregants and friends. We have all
learned how to ZOOM and YouTube. Now, under New
York State and Nassau County phased re-opening plans
the Merrick Jewish Centre is ready to re-emerge as strong
and vibrant as ever. We will need to start slowly at first
and re-adjust plans as needed. This document covers the
first phase of reentry anticipated to occur during Summer
2020.
WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTH
Your health and safety and that of our clergy and staff is
paramount. While many of us are eager to return to the
MJC building, others are more hesitant and cautious. As
there is no right answer, each individual and family must
do what is right for themselves. We are taking many steps
to ensure the healthfulness of the building and to prevent
the spread of the virus as best as we can. However, we
cannot do it without your help. We need to be partners in
keeping each other safe. This means following the guidance of our Health & Safety and Security teams. Please
understand that these guidelines were not determined
easily or haphazardly, rather the thoughtful collaboration
of many professional, clergy and lay leaders based upon
most current Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and New York State Department of Health (NY
DOH) guidance and recommendations.
Even with us all following these important guidelines
and implementing best practices to prevent the spread
of the virus, the Merrick Jewish Centre cannot guarantee
that there will be no exposure to COVID-19 or any other
communicable diseases as we make our gradual re-entry
to the MJC building.

Capacity Controls
Although we would love nothing more than having a
Sanctuary filled with our congregation, current physical
distancing requirements significantly limit the number of members who can be safely accommodated for
services. We ask for your patience and understanding,
and help to protect the health and safety of all of our
members and guests, by reviewing and adhering to
the guidelines below: At this time, pre-registration is
required for all services taking place inside the MJC
building. Without a confirmed registration, you will not
be admitted into the building.
Social distancing as outlined below must be strictly
adhered to. Pre-registration is required for services
when a simcha will be celebrated such as B’nai Mitzvah
or Aufruf. Celebrating families will be permitted to have
a limited number of guests. Guest lists are required no
less than one week prior to the event. In order to enable
comfortable seating while ensuring social distancing,
we ask that guests lists be prepared to indicate family
units so that members of a single household can be
safely seated together.
Outdoor minyanim do not require pre-registration, but
strict adherence to face covering and social distancing
rules is required. Bring your own chair if you will wish to
sit during outdoor services. Please also follow the health
restrictions as listed below.
Health Restrictions
For the protection of all congregants and guests, it is of
paramount importance that you do not attend services
if you, or any member of your family, are experiencing symptoms of illness, including but not limited to a
cough, sore throat, or fever, even if you have pre-registered to attend.
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CDC-acknowledged symptoms of COVID-19 include:
• Fever or chills
• Cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• Fatigue
• Muscle or body aches
• Headache
• New loss of taste or smell
• Sore throat
• Congestion or runny nose
• Nausea or vomiting
• Diarrhea

• People with severe obesity (body mass index [BMI] of
40 or higher)
• People with diabetes
• People with chronic kidney disease undergoing dialysis
• People with liver disease
If you are in a high health risk group, we implore you to
worship with us from home, by electronic means. We
will continue to livestream services to accommodate
those who do not wish to, or are unable to, attend services in person. Please refer to MJC emails for information on accessing our livestreamed services.

For more information, visit CDC website: https://www.
cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html)

Parking
The capacity of the parking lot for most services will be
limited to 50%. Please leave an empty
parking space on each side of your car.

If you had or think you may have had COVID-19 please
do not attend until at least 14 days after symptoms
have resolved and you have been fever-free (i.e., under
99.5) for at least 14 days. If you have recently traveled
from another state with significant community spread
of COVID-19, including but not limited to Florida, you
are required to self-quarantine for 14 days once returning to New York and will not be permitted into the MJC
building.

Entering and Exiting the Building
If an effort to reduce the number of casual contacts between congregants, we are establishing one-way routes
throughout the synagogue. Until the Parking Lot Entrance becomes accessible, only the Henry Street doors
will be used to enter the building. When exiting, you
must use the Fox Boulevard doors only.

For a current listing of restricted states visit: https://coronavirus.health.ny.gov/covid-19-travel-advisory
Are You at High Risk?
Attending services in-person for individuals who are
in COVID-19 high risk health groups is strongly discouraged at this time. For your reference, the CDC has
defined high risk groups for COVID-19 as follows:

Entrance Checkpoint Procedure
Our Security Team will remain vigilant to protect our congregation from a wide range of potential safety threats,
including but not limited to COVID-19. Our focus on your
safety and security remains undiminished during the
current health crisis. Please comply with the instructions
of the Security Team if you are asked to open all bags
and purses, or if you are asked to remove items for closer inspection. No member of the team will touch your
personal belongings.

• People 65 years and older
• People who live in a nursing home or long-term care
facility
• People of all ages with underlying medical conditions,
particularly if not well controlled, including:
• People with chronic lung disease or moderate to severe asthma
• People who have serious heart conditions
• People who are immunocompromised

A member of the Checkpoint Team will check your temperature with a contactless thermometer to ensure it
is below the recommended safety threshold of 99.5o F.
Anyone with a temperature at or greater than the threshold will not be permitted to enter and must leave the
area immediately. You will also be asked a few questions
about any recent signs or symptoms of COVID-19 or
recent travel.

Many conditions can cause a person to be immunocompromised, including cancer treatment, smoking, bone
marrow or organ transplantation, immune deficiencies,
poorly controlled HIV or AIDS, and prolonged use of
corticosteroids and other immune weakening medications

The Checkpoint Team will maintain strict capacity controls by monitoring the number of people entering the
building. For services with additional guests, the reservation list will be strictly adhered to. Only those who have
pre-registered or are on guest list will be permitted to
enter the MJC building.
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Non-Sanctuary Areas are Restricted
The Sanctuary and restrooms are the only areas currently accessible by the congregation. All other areas
in the building are restricted from access at this time. If
you wish to take a break during services, please do not
wait in the lobbies. Except for rest room visits, you must
immediately depart the building after leaving the Sanctuary.
Physical Distancing Requirements
Please maintain a minimum distance from other congregants and guests of six feet or more when waiting
at the entrance checkpoint, inside the synagogue, and
while departing. Congregating within the building will
not be permitted. We realize everyone is looking forward
to seeing friends and neighbors, however, under the
circumstances, you will be asked to return to your seat
or leave the building.
Everyone must wear a facemask or cloth face covering
before entering the Merrick Jewish Centre grounds,
including the parking lot and sidewalks outside the building. You must keep the face covering on when approaching the entrance checkpoint, and at all times while inside
the building even while davening. Congregants or guests
who do not wear a facemask will be asked to leave the
premises at once. At this time, children below Bar/Bat
Mitzvah age should not attend in-person services. The
reasons for this include:
• Children tend to not be tolerant of wearing face covers
for a significant amount of time
• We are still learning about how COVID-19 affects children and Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome
• There are no other areas of the building open at this
time for play or distraction
Hand Sanitizers
We encourage you to bring sanitizing wipes or a container of hand sanitizer with you into the Merrick Jewish
Centre. There will also be hand sanitizer stations in the
lobbies and wastebaskets in which to dispose of wipes.
Gloves are not recommended by CDC or NYSDOH
and are strongly discouraged. Frequent effective hand
hygiene using hand sanitizer or washing with soap and
water for 20 seconds is strongly encouraged.
Restrooms
Restrooms will be cleaned frequently during and between services and are limited to a minimum number of
people so as to practice social distancing. Disinfecting
wipes will be available and we ask that you wipe down
high touch surfaces you have touched such as doorknobs
and faucets.

Coat Check Room
The coat check room in the parking lot lobby is closed. You
must bring your jackets, umbrellas, and other personal
items with you into the Sanctuary and place them on the
unoccupied seat immediately beside you.
Kippot and Tallaisim
Please bring your own kippot, tallaisim and head coverings to services. If you do not own a tallis, you will be
issued one, and then will be responsible to take care of
it and then have it dry cleaned and returned to the MJC
after the pandemic is over.
Ritual and Customs
Mezzuzot - Please DO NOT kiss any mezzuzot upon entering or anywhere inside the Merrick Jewish Centre.
Aliyot - There will be no bima aliyot during Torah reading
and no ark openings; nor will there be any Torah processions around the Sanctuary. Plexiglass partitions have
been installed on the bimah to safely partition the Rabbis,
Cantor and Torah reader in order to prevent droplets due
to singing or public speaking to reach the congregation.
Prayer Books
Please bring your own Siddur or Chumash if you have
them. Siddurim and Chumashim will be available and
we will be rotating them every 2-3 weeks to ensure you
receive a clean one for use during services.
Cleaning
The Sanctuary, lobbies, restrooms, doors, bimah, and other surfaces will be sanitized after each service following
CDC guidelines as to cleaning products and methods.
Exiting Merrick Jewish Centre
The Fox Boulevard doors will be used for exiting the
building. Once out of the building, please move away
from the steps and the sidewalk outside the building. Do
not congregate at the exits and please do not socialize
in the parking lot after the conclusion of services. Please
wear your facemask until you have entered your car. Discard facemasks or personal protective equipment properly, and do not leave them on the sidewalks, parking lot, or
on the property of our neighbors.
Thank you for your adherence to these protocols which
are designed to protect all of us!
Respectfully,
Health & Safety Committee:
Michelle Goldenberg, RN, co-chair
Andrew Rotjan, Nurse Practitioner, co-chair
Eric Barth, MD
Anita Cohen, DDS
Josh Diamond
Jonathan Schwartz
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Merrick Jewish Centre has been pursuing the
purchase of cemetery property for our congregation for a number of years. Last year an
opportunity was presented to us for property at
Wellwood Cemetery in Farmingdale. The purchase was delayed due to the result of Covid
19. We have begun the sale of burial plots to
those who had expressed interest during the
past year.
At this time, we have a limited number of plots
still available for purchase. Plots are available
to members in good standing of the Merrick
Jewish Centre.

We want to hear from YOU!
Do you have something to contribute?
Is there something you would like to see
in future issues of the MJC Bulletin?
Contact Howard Zryb at
hzryb@aol.com
with your ideas and suggestions.

Clothing Donation?

Plots at the Merrick Jewish Centre grounds
at Wellwood are currently priced well below
market rate at an introductory price of $1800
per grave.

Drop off your bags in the Big Brothers/Big Sisters
bin located in the back of our parking lot, and the
office will provide you with a tax receipt. Too many
bags to carry? Call the office and a volunteer will
be happy to schedule a home pickup.
Thank you!

If your family is interested in purchase information, please contact the MJC Cemetery Committee by email at:
cemeterycommittee@merrickjc.org

MJC Helpline

Merrick Jewish Centre Cemetery Committee

We’re here to listen and offer support
during this crisis.
Please call 516-379-8650

Do you know that the Merrick Jewish Centre now
has its own YouTube Channel?
You can find sermons, classes, and recordings
of special events all on the Merrick Jewish Centre
YouTube Channel.
You can go to our website (www.merrickjc.org)
and click on the link for the YouTube Channel,
and there you will find a long and growing list
of videos available.

We invite you to visit the
Merrick Jewish Centre website
www.merrickjc.org
Check out our CALENDAR for upcoming events
Visit our PHOTO GALLERY
Check out our BULLETIN BOARD

We have assembled a team of wonderfully
capable mental health professionals to offer phone
counseling to our members who feel the need
to speak with a caring therapist. Your Rabbis are
also available. Please leave a message and a team
member will return your call.

Virtual Minyan Services
Morning Servies:
Monday, Thursday & Friday at 7 am Sunday at 8 am
Evening Services
Sunday through Thursday at 8 pm
Friday Shabbat at 6:15 pm
Zoom meeting ID: 649-098-3015
Password: Mitzvah613
Zoom call in phone number: 1-929-205-6099
ID: 649-098-3015
Password: 6489824613
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By ELLEN SCOLNIC, JOYCE EISENBERG

people who dons business casual from the waist up for your
Zoom conference calls. If we’ve learned any fashion sense
while being self-quarantined, it’s that a bra is optional.

We’ve been self-quarantining for more than 40 days and 40
nights and, quite frankly, we’re running out of steam. Still,
we can’t escape all the social media posts and articles (and
our mother’s voices in our heads) telling us to make good
use of this time.
Friends, editors, and even country singer Roseanne Cash
reminded us that Shakespeare wrote “King Lear” when he
was quarantined during the Great Plague.

4. Pulkes pl. n. (PULL-keys) Thighs.
The word usually refers to cute, chubby baby thighs, but it
can also mean those belonging to poultry. And with all the
freezer diving we’re doing, we’ve discovered and eaten our
fair share of pulkes in the last month. We’re counting the
days till we can swap out our sweatpants for shorts and
attend a summer barbecue, but we’re not certain our pulkes
will be ready for public viewing after all we’ve eaten.

But in between cooking every single meal - to say nothing
of snacks - and motivating our kids to stay focused on their
distance learning assignments, just how are we supposed to
find the time to learn a new language? (Moreover, how can
we even practice said language when our mouths are pretty
much always filled with cookies?)

5. Sekhel n. (SEH-khul) Common sense; good judgment.
Advice used to flow downstream. Our parents would nag us:
“Have a little sekhel; do you really have to fly when you’re
pregnant?” Now the tables have turned and we nag our
parents: “Wash your hands. Wear a mask. You’re going to the
supermarket? You’re old. Stay home!” And our kids? They
have the computer sekhel we need: They’ve taught us how to
complete the online school attendance form and how to limit
our Facebook posts to “friends only” so we don’t embarrass
them in front of “the whole world!” They’ve also taught us
that there’s nothing wrong with eating ice cream twice a day.

From The Jerusalem Post, May 22, 2020

Here’s one thing we can find the time to do, however: We
could all learn just a few words of a new language. Why not
spend part of your “free time” at home brushing up on some
of your bubbe and zayde’s favorite Yiddish words?
In the shtetl, Yiddish was the language that allowed Eastern
European Jews to talk freely among themselves without fear
of reprisals. In American Jewish homes, it was the language
that grandparents spoke when they didn’t want the kinder to
know what they were talking about. And now, if your kids are
literally all over you 24/7, wouldn’t it be nice to have a secret
language when you want to have a discreet chat with your
partner?
So now that you’ve binge-watched “Unorthodox,” it’s time
to get off your tuchas and start using your keppe! These 10
Yiddish words - each one loaded with emotion and angst,
and boy do we have plenty of that! - will come in handy to
describe this pandemic mishegas.
1. Tsedrayte adj. (tsuh-DRATE) All mixed up, confused.
Before the COVID-19 virus, tsedrayte meant we couldn’t remember if we promised to meet a friend for lunch on Thursday or Friday. Now we don’t know what day of the week it is.
These days, just getting the mail makes us tsedrayte. Do we
leave the letters on the floor for 24 hours? Do we wipe the
package before we put it on the floor or wash our hands and
then wipe the package? And what do we do after we open it?
2. Shpilkes (SHPILL-kiss) Impatience, restlessness.
Before COVID-19, when our young kids had “ants in their
pants,” we’d tell them to go outside and play. Now, however,
we have to mask them up first, and watch them carefully so
they stay six feet away from all the other kids who are also
trying to get their shpilkes out. We used to go out to a yoga
class; now when our little ones have shpilkes, we watch
Cosmic Kids Yoga and do downward facing dogs right along
with them.
3. Shlub n. (SHLUB) A slob; some who dresses sloppily.
All this self-quarantining has made shlubs even shlubbier.
Sweatpants and torn T-shirts have gone from weekend wear
to all day, everyday wear — unless you’re one of those

6. Eyngeshparter n. (AYN-guh-shpar-ter) A stubborn person;
someone who cannot be convinced with logic.
These are the people who are protesting to end the shutdown before it’s safe, ordering “cures” on the Internet, and
claiming the pandemic is all a hoax.
7. Bubkes n. (BUP-kiss) Literally beans, nothing.
Something that’s worthless or that falls short of expectations.
In this new normal, we’re getting used to bubkes in the toilet
paper aisle, bubkes in our fresh vegetable drawer, and bubkes in our checking account.
8. Ongeblozen adj. (un-geh-BLUH-zin) Sulky, pouty; a sourpuss.
Our kids used to get ongeblozzen when we said we couldn’t
go out for pizza. Now everyone’s ongeblozzen because
we spent all afternoon making dough from scratch… and
we didn’t have the right kind of cheese. “It tastes funny. It
doesn’t taste like Panzone’s pizza. Why can’t we go to Panzone’s?”
9. Tsuris n. (TSORE-iss) troubles and worries; problems.
We can’t help worrying when our sister tells us she had a
suspicious mammogram or our son hints that someone
bullied him in school. But these days, instead of worrying
about illness or money or school or our family or the future
— we’re worried about all of it. Tsuris has gone from personal to universal.
10. Oy int. (OY)
Perhaps the most popular Yiddish expression, oy conveys
dozens of emotions, from surprise, joy, and relief to pain,
fear and grief. Bubbe Mitzi used to say that just groaning “a
good oy” could make you feel better.
So give a good oy, tie the shmata on your face - be sure to
cover your mouth and your nose! - and try not to get tsedraye. Here’s hoping all this tsuris will be over soon.
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Bob Dylan’s 10 most Jewish songs
By Seth Rogovoy
May 24, 2020
Bob Dylan turned 79 in late May. In honor of that auspicious occasion, we revisit his 10 most Jewish songs.
While Bob Dylan has, throughout his life and career,
engaged in all sorts of mythologizing and playful biographical falsification, it has never been in the service
of denying his heritage.
This son of a middle-class appliance salesman from the
Upper Midwest, who grew up with a Yiddish-speaking
grandmother down the hallway in an extended Jewish
family that was at the nexus of Jewish life in Hibbing,
Minn. - mom was president of the local Hadassah, and
dad was president of B’nai B’rith - wound up making
several trips to Israel in the late-1960s and ’70s He
sent his children to the same Jewish summer camp in
Wisconsin that he attended for four or five summers as
a teenager.
By the time he arrived in New York City’s Greenwich Village, he intended to make a name for himself on the folk
scene — and that name was Dylan, not Zimmerman and
Bob fashioned himself a latter-day Woody Guthrie (as
it turns out, Guthrie himself had a whole secret Jewish
side to his work, born of his close relationship with his
mother-in-law, Yiddish poet Aliza Greenblatt).
So while Dylan didn’t exactly grow up to be Shlomo
Carlebach, the happy, guitar-strumming Hasid, he
never strayed too far from his roots, nor did he deny
them. One of his earliest original numbers, in fact, was
a parody of “Hava Nagilah,” then and now (thank you,
Olympic gymnast Aly Raisman) probably the bestknown Jewish song in the world. Throughout his career,
his songs have been peppered with biblical allusions
and paraphrases and informed by Jewish themes and
concepts. How much of this is the result of a conscious
effort on Dylan’s part to address these issues, and how
much is simply the result of magpie tendencies that see
him draw variously from Shakespeare, French symbolism, movie dialogue, blues clichés and even obscure
Japanese yakuza novels? Well, only Dylan can answer
that - and even then, probably not.

movement. A cursory review of songs from the past 50
years turns up many tunes that are inflected with varying degrees of Yiddishkeit.
1. “Talkin’ Hava Nagilah Blues” Fresh off the boat
(okay, the car) from Minnesota, the 20-year-old
Dylan made this novelty in which he struggles to
pronounce the words before letting loose with a yodel, a staple of his Greenwich Village folk-club gigs.
2. “With God on Our Side”Years before “Schindler’s
List,” Dylan takes to task “the Germans” for having
“murdered 6 million… in the ovens they fried” in
this 1963 protest song.
3. “New Morning” Nu, morning?
4. “All Along the Watchtower” The 1967 song, which
continues to be a cornerstone of Dylan’s live performances to this day, may be best known in its Jimi
Hendrix version, but its narrative and imagery are
basically a rearrangement of material cribbed from
Isaiah 21.
5. “Forever Young” Dylan poetically rewrites a father’s
blessing over his children at the Sabbath table,
invoking the story of Jacob (“May you build a ladder
to the stars /And climb on every rung”) to connect it
to his own youngest son, who would grow up to be
a rock star, outselling even his father.
6. “Highway 61 Revisited” A midrashic retelling of the
sacrifice of Isaac (“Oh, God said to Abraham, ‘Kill

Still, based on the evidence of the songs themselves,
Dylan was actually paying attention in the Hebrew
classes leading up to his bar mitzvah, and also in his
adult life, which has at times reportedly included private
studies with various rabbis, often from the Chabad
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me a son!’ / Abe says, ‘Man, you must be puttin’ me
on”) by the son of Abe Zimmerman, who was born
just a few miles from U.S. Highway 61.
7. “Gotta Serve Somebody” The Grammy Award-winning centerpiece of, and hit single from, his first
so-called born again album could easily be seen
as a tribute to Jewish mothers everywhere. (It also
alludes to Joshua 24:14-15.)
8. “Neighborhood Bully” Dylan warms the cockles of
the most rabid, right-wing Zionist, positing Jewish
history and the State of Israel like some rock ’n’ roll
Vladimir Jabotinsky.
9. “Everything Is Broken” Swamp-rock meets Lurianic
Kabbalah.
10. “Blowin’ in the Wind” Perhaps his best-known anthem, the song that made him a household name, it
is a litany of unanswered, unanswerable questions.
What could be more Jewish?
Seth Rogovoy is the author of “Bob Dylan: Prophet, Mystic, Poet” (Scribner, 2009).
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Bar/Bat Mitzvahs
Edie & Lawrence Laby in honor of the Bar Mitzvah of their son Ethan Laby
Julie & David Kleirs in honor of the Bat Mitzvah of their daughter Katie Kliers
Sheree & Justin Donath in honor of the Bat Mitzvah of their daughter Addison Donath
Births
Mindy & Evan Fischer on the birth of their grandson Spencer Jordan son of Jaimee Fischer
Mindy & Evan Fischer on the birth of grandson Charlie Aiden son of Jeff & Lexi Fischer
Alicia and the late Paul Stone on the birth of their granddaughter Madden Joy daughter of Melanie & Cory Hirsch
Judy & Barry Wilansky on the birth of their grandson Cooper Alexander son of Leah & Evan Weinstein
Joan & Blane Land on the birth of their granddaughter Dylan Claire daughter of Lindsey & Mark Land
Felise & Jeffrey Fox on the birth of their grandson Axel Warner son of Jessica & Ira Fox
Marriages
Robyn & Stephen Shear on the marriage of their daughter Arielle to Neil Newman
Condolences
Joshua Diamond on the loss of his dear father Israel Lawrence Diamond
The Stone Family on the loss of our dear member Paul Stone
Jeffrey Cohen on the loss of his dear mother Roberta Cohen
Jodi Turk Goldberg on the loss of her dear brother Eric Turk
Fran Schweitzer on the loss of her dear father Stanley Anker
The Forman Family on the loss of our longtime member Charlotte Forman
Stace Thea on the loss of her dear mother Charlotte Frank
The Mauler Family on the loss of Dr. Denise Kurish daughter of the late Julius and Rosaline Mauler
Lisa Cohen on the loss of her beloved father Lester S. Zucker
The Savitsky Family on the loss of longtime member, Arlene Savitsky wife of the late Joel Savitsky
Helen Wagner on the loss of her beloved mother Davida Bye
The Saftler Family on the loss of longtime members Arthur Saftler and Pat Saftler
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BLANCHE BATNICK FUND MITZVAH FUND
In Honor Of
Addison Donath’s Bat Mitzvah from Joan & Blane Land
In Memory Of
Dori Shoshanna’s mother from Joan & Blane Land
Paul Stone from Joan & Blaine Land
Israel Diamond from Joan & Blane Land
Roberta Cohen from Joan & Blaine Land
Esther Rosenthal for her Yahrzeit from Lisa & Ivan Menschel
Mazel Tov
Joan & Blane Land on the birth of your beautiful granddaughter Dylan Claire from Lisa & Ivan Menschel
CHESED FUND
In Appreciation Of
Jamie Gross with tremendous appreciation for your help from Sharyn & Steve Kussin
Steve Kussin from Mitch Simon
Howard Tiegel from Mitch Simon
MJC friends and neighbors from Dr. Harriet Feldman
In Honor Of
Dana Knox’s Birthday from Sarah Wexler
Alicia Stone on the birth of your first granddaughter from Felise & Jeffrey Fox
Ellen & Corey Multer from Sharyn & Steven Kussin
Judy & Barry Wilansky on the birth of grandson Cooper Alexander from Ellen & Alan Sussman
Joan Land from Mitch Simon
the recovery of Lenore Friedman from Rose & Ray Cohen
Bat Mitzvah of Sarah Lieberman from Dana & Richard Knox
workers on the frontlines from Phyllis & Robert Pearl
Richard Knox for giving Hollywood Zoom classes from Sarah Wexler & family
Dana Knox for helping others from Sarah Wexler & family
Lois Stein for helping others from Sarah Wexler & family
Steve Kussin’s birthday from Sarah Wexler & family
Felise & Jeffrey Fox on the birth of grandson Axel Warner Fox from Shelley Rosenblum
Joan & Blane Land on the birth of granddaughter Dylan Claire from Sharyn & Steve Kussin
In Memory Of
Paul Stone from Eileen and Irwin Silversmith
Paul Stone from Felise & Jeffrey Fox
Laurie Sheinberg from Felise & Jeffrey Fox
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Sharyn & Steve Kussin
Laurie Sheinberg from Sharyn & Steve Kussin
Roberta Cohen from Sharyn & Steve Kussin
Roberta Cohen from Mindy & Ed Goldstein
Roberta Cohen from Ellen & Alan Sussman
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Leslie & Alan Chibnik
Paul Stone from Leslie & Alan Chibnik
Roberta Cohen from Paulette & Gary Mendelsohn
Laurie Sheinberg from Linda & Howard Zryb
Roberta Cohen from Tina & Ira Blankstein
Paul Stone from Tina & Ira Blankstein
Israel Diamond from Tina & Ira Blankstein
Paul Stone from Gail & Joel Antin
Roberta Cohen from Gail & Joel Antin
Israel Diamond from Gail & Joel Antin
Laurie Seinberg from Debra & Lawrence Pollack
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Eric Turk from Debra & Lawrence Pollack
Sylvia Davis from Beth & Mitchell Davis
Maxine Davis from Beth & Mitchell Davis
Paul Stone from Rose & Ray Cohen
Laurie Sheinberg from Rose & Ray Cohen
Laurie Sheinberg from Dana & Richard Knox
Sally Kuschner from Karen & Roger Blane
Shep Cohen from Karen & Roger Blane
Stanley Anker from Linda & Ronald Rosen
Paul Stone from Linda & Ronald Rosen
Roberta Cohen from Linda & Ronald Rosen
Laurie Sheinberg from Linda & Ronald Rosen
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Andrea & Steven Davis
Paul Stone from Andrea & Steven Davis
Ann Katz from Dorit Bugoff
Laurie Sheinberg from Ilene Lambert
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Phyllis Goldberg
Roberta Cohen from Phyllis Goldberg
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Sarah Wexler & family
Laurie Sheinberg from Shelley Rosenblum
Paul Stone from Shelley Rosenblum
Lawrence Diamond from Shelley Rosenblum
Roberta Cohen from Shelley Rosenblum
Mazel Tov
Felise & Jeffrey Fox on the birth of grandson from Linda & Ronald Rosen
Katie Kliers on your Bat Mitzvah from Sarita Mlawer
Speedy Recovery
Keith Yarde from Gail & Joel Antin
Stephanie Sternberg from Gail & Joel Antin
DR. ALAN KLEIN FUND
In Memory Of
Pearl Brand on her Yahrzeit from Judy & Fred Elfenbein
ENDOWMENT FUND
In Memory Of
Paul Stone from Paulette & Gary Mendelsohn
Laurie Sheinberg from Paula & Howard Tiegel
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Paula & Howard Tiegel
Harriet Orenstein from Paula & Howard Tiegel
Mazel Tov
Joan & Blane Land on your new granddaughter from Linda & Lew Altman
GENERAL FUND
In Appreciation Of
Rabbi Klein for performing our granddaughter, Ella Bea now Shoshana, baby naming from Lisa & Ivan Menschel
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BIRTHDAY WISHES FOR RABBI KLEIN
Freddy & Lori Desideri
Frieda & Alexander Rosenberg
Frann & Ari Zucker
Joseph Levy & Leslie Feinberg-Levy
Joanne & Marc Hamroff
Joi & Stephen Kravitz
Charles & Betty Swersky
Robin Mark Knoll
Amy & Robert Garfinkel
The Leist Family
Dr. Andrew Ageloff
Fred Elfenbein
Jeannemarie Bradensten
Jill & Jim Burns
Arielle Stein
Alana & Evan Stein
Donna & Ken Stein
Ellen & Alan Sussman
Leslie Alan Chibnik
Norma & Alan Bronstein
Barri & Allen Gershlak
Beth & Barry Garfield
Harriet & Barry Lasky
Joan & Blane Land
Ivy & Daniel Greenburg
Randye & David Cohen
Malvina & Douglas Klein
Linda & Eddie Lampert
Mindy & Evan Fischer
Myrna & Everett Schuval
Jerilyn & Gary Weil
Paulette & Gary Mendelsohn
Andrea & James Gelb
Raina & Jamey Kohn
Alyssa & Jonathan Schwartz
Melanie & Joshua Diamond
Jill & Ken Rosenberg
Vicki & Lance Goldman
Debra & Lawrence Pollack
Amanda & Mark Mendelsohn
Roberta & Neil Ir
Gloria & Philip Goldstein
Shari & Richard Stern
Laurie & Robert Delitsky
Sheila & Samuel Rappaport
Deborah & Sidney Nudelman
Marcia & Stanley Weinstein
Rena Cohen Kozin & Steven Kozin
Frederick Burns
Robert Phillips

Phyllis Chaskes
Shelley Rosenblum
Susan Mundhenk
Samantha & Shawn Sosnik
Nancy & Alan Marder
Wendy & Alan Tepper
Anita and David Zucker
Justin & Lisa Zucker
Jennifer & David Zolot
Lisa & Ivan Menschel
Rhonda & Jeffrey Mutterperl
Livia & Joel Morrow
Shari & Mitchell Simon
Susan & Nathan Litman
Marilyn & Rob Hochhauser
Heléna & Steven Eilenberg
Paula & Steven Rice
Ellen Deutsch
Ruth Katz
Eileen & Irwin Silversmith
Ruth & Albert Stam
Judith & Barry Wilansky
Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Lorie & Gary Hershkin
Laura & Henry Arkin
Melinda & Howard Rubin
Paula & Howard Tiegel
Tina & Ira Blankstein
Michele & Jack Natter
Lauren & Jeffrey Rait
Linda & Lew Altman
Abby & Mark Goldberg & family
Beth & Mark Weiss
Carolyn & Matthew Schechner
Michelle & Michael Schwartz
Karen & Paul Baer
Anne & Philip Strassler
Linda & Ronald Rosen
Irene & Robert Kroll
Susan & Stanley Bloomfield
Karen & Steven Bachmann
Mary & Steven Greenfield
George Feld
Norman Weisman
Anita Weiss
Sandra Pinkus
Sandra Wegman
Susan Blumberg
Joan Feldman
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In Memory Of
Nancy Jokelson from Harriet & Barry Lasky
Louis Rait from Lauren & Jeffrey Rait
Paul Stone from Michele & Steven Moscovitz & family
Etta Cohen from Rena Cohen Kozin & Steven Kozin
Larry Schechter from Marcia and Stu Sherman
Mazel Tov
Phyllis Goldberg & Peter Donath on Addison’s Bat Mitzvah from Linda & Lew Altman
HEBREW SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Appreciation Of
Rabbi Klein from Frances Weinberg
In Memory Of
Paul Stone from Bonnie & Mark Falkowitz
Stanley Anker from Debra & Lawrence Pollack
HOWARD CHASKES FUND
In Memory Of
Paul Stone from Phyllis Chaskes
Charlotte Forman from Phyllis Chaskes
IRVING LIPFIELD MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory Of
Davida Bye from Barri & Allen Gershlak
Dr. Denise Kurish from Barri & Allen Gershlak
KOZIN FUIND
In Appreciation Of
Howie and Ilene Segal from Rena & Steven Kozin and Family
In Memory Of
Roberta Cohen from Rena & Steven Kozin
Paul Stone from Rena and Steven Kozin and family
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Rena and Steven Kozin
Victoria Eller’s mother from Rena & Steven Kozin
Stanley Anker from Rena & Steven Kozin and family
Laurie Sheinberg from Rena and Steven Kozin and family
KROLL FUND
Speedy Recovery
for Irene Kroll from Paulette & Gary Mendelsohn
MAULER FUND
In Memory Of
Dr. Denise Kurish from Felise & Jeffrey Fox
Dr. Denise Kurish from Linda & Lewis Altman
Dr. Denise Mauler from Marilyn Shimon
Mazel Tov
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Amy & David Kramer
Roberta Cohen from Merrick Jewish Centre Men’s Club
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PAUL STONE YOUTH ACTIVITIES FUND
In Memory Of
Paul Stone from Ellen & Alan Sussman
Paul Stone from Andrea & Steve Davis
Paul Stone from Phyllis Goldberg
Paul Stone from Harriet & Barry Lasky
Paul Stone from Felise & Jeffrey Fox and Family
Paul Stone from Roberta & Steven Scoll
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Roberta & Steven Scoll
Paul Stone from Sharyn & Steven Kussin
Paul Stone from Dr. Harriet Feldman
Paul Stone from Eva Klaus
Paul Stone from Ellen & Alan Sussman
Paul Stone from Leslie & Alan Chibnik
Paul Stone from Judith & Barry Wilansky
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Amy David Kramer
Paul Stone from Randye & David Cohen
Paul Stone from Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Israel Diamond from Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Paul Stone from Karen & Gary Sanders
Paul Stone from Paulette & Gary Mendelsohn
Paul Stone from Wendy & Gary Pupa
Paul Stone from Deborah & Hal Weiss
Paul Stone from Ilene & Howard Segal
Roberta Cohen from Merrick Jewish Center Men’s Club
Paul Stone from Elizabeth & Jeffrey Schwartz
Paul Stone from Debra & Lawrence Pollack
Paul Stone from Joanne & Marc Hamroff
Paul Stone from Jane and Mark Zuckerman
Paul Stone from Robin & Michael Rabinowitz
Paul Stone from Susan & Nathan Litman
Paul Stone from Karen & Paul Baer
Paul Stone from Mr. Robert Capilupi & Mrs. Lori Goldstein
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Sheila & Samuel Rappaport
Paul Stone from Sheila & Samuel Rappaport
Paul Stone from Andrea & Steven Davis
Paul Stone from Susan & Theodore Jurman
Paul Stone, my Dad Love Brenda Stone
Paul Stone from Phyllis Goldberg
Paul Stone from Sandra Pinkus
Paul Stone from Sigma Nursing Honor Society
Paul Stone from Lizandra Cruz
Paul Stone from Joyce Mannix
PJ LIBRARY
In Memory Of
Laurie Sheinberg from Deborah & Hal Weiss
David Gevisenheit brother of Rhonda Heller from Michelle & Michael Schwartz
Israel Diamond from Deborah & Hal Weiss
Paul Stone from Michelle & Michael Schwartz
Sidney Sklar father of Jody Berger from Michelle & Michael Schwartz
Ronald Seigerman father of Mark Seigerman Michelle and Michael Schwartz
Arlene Savitsky from Michelle & Michael Schwartz
Lila Yorra mother of Lesley Goldman from Michelle and Michael Schwartz
Janice Epstein mother of Ellen Mottled from Michelle and Michael Schwartz
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PRAYER BOOK FUND
In Memory Of
Nathan Goodman from Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Clara Goodman from Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Gertie Zwitman from Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Anna Goodman from Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Julius Goodman from Mindy & Edward Goldstein
Paul Stone from Paula & Howard Tiegel
RABBI DERMER PULIT FUND
In Memory Of
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Fred Burns
RABBI KLEIN PULPIT FUND
General Donation
Happy Birthday from Alice & Marvin Kreutzberger
In Honor Of
Rabbi Klein from Amy & Scott Leist
Rabbi Klein’s birthday from Wendy & Bennett Grossman & Children
In Memory Of
Paul Stone from Dr. Barry & Mrs. Geri Silverman
Paul Stone from Marlene & Eric Barth
Paul Stone from Dr. Andrew Ageloff
Charlotte Frank mother of Stace Thea from Geri & Barry Silverman & Family
Paul Stone from Linda & Howard Zryb
Eliot Tiegel from Paula & Howard Tiegel
Joseph Febesh from Theda & Melvin Febesh
Arlene Savitsky from Theda & Melvin Febesh
Paul Stone from Frederick Burns
Roberta Cohen from Frederick Burns
Davida Bye from Laraine Sweberg
Arthur Saftler from Louise Pitlake
Stanley Ankar from Louise Pitlake
Bonnie Goldstein’s mother from Louise Pitlake
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Louise Pitlake
Tessa Granat’s mother from Louise Pitlake
Jeffry Smith from Louise and Seth Pitlake
STACY ROSENBERG FUND
In Memory Of
Paul Stone from Caren & Jeffrey Rosenberg
SYNAGOGUE FUND
In Appreciation Of
Rabbi Klein from Nancy L. Metzger
In Honor Of
Birth of Asher Wolf from Robert Wolf
THE ALVIN PERLMUTTER-MEYER SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory Of
Joshua Diamond on the loss of his dear father, Israel Lawrence Diamond.
The Stone Family on the loss of our dear member, Paul Stone.
Jeffrey Cohen on the loss of his dear mother, Roberta Cohen.
Jodi Turk Goldberg on the loss of her dear brother, Eric Turk.
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Fran Schweitzer on the loss of her dear father Stanley Anker.
The Forman Family on the loss of our longtime member, Charlotte Forman.
Stace Thea on the loss of her dear mother Charlotte Frank.
The Mauler Family on the loss of Dr. Denise Kurish, daughter of the late Julius and Rosaline Mauler.
Lisa Cohen on the loss of her beloved father, Lester S. Zucker.
The Savitsky Family on the loss of longtime member Arlene Savitsky wife on the late Joel Savitsky.
Helen Wagner on the loss of her beloved mother, Davida Bye.
The Saftler Family on the loss of longtime members, Arthur Saftler and Pat Saftler.
TIKVAH (HOPE) FUND
from Elizabeth & Jeffrey Schwartz
In Honor Of
workers on the frontlines from Phyllis & Robert Pearl
Lori Goldstein & Robert Capilupi in honor of the birth of granddaughter Madden Jules Koplowitz
Howie Segal from Irene & Robert Kroll
Vav Hebrew School Graduation
In Memory Of
Father of Hershy Stern from Ellen & Alan Sussman
Charlotte Ades Yahrzeit from Judy & Fred Elfenbein
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Laura & Henry Arkin
Roberta Cohen from Paula & Howard Tiegel
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Tina & Ira Blankstein
Paul Stone from Linda & Lewis Altman
Roberta Cohen from Linda & Lewis Altman
Israel Lawrence Diamond from Linda & Lewis Altman
Paul Stone from Amanda & Mark Mendelsohn
My beloved father Murray Hauben from Marcia & Mel Friedman
My beloved aunt, Lillian Stauber from Marcia & Mel Friedman
Josh Diamond’s father from Mary & Steven Greenfield
Paul Stone from Mary & Steven Greenfield
Larry Schechter from Debby & Gary Bortnick and Family
Mazel Tov
on Addison’s Bat Mitzvah from Ellen & Alan Sussman
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Yahrzeits
Stanley Seidman from Sheila & Arthur Sekuler
George Sekuler from Sheila & Arthur Sekuler
Anna Hollander from Judy & David Klein
Herman “Jerry” Schrager from Marlene & Eric Barth
Miriam Silversmith from Eileen & Irwin Silversmith
Victor Roth from Penny & Jack Roth
Anna Fox from Felise & Jeffrey Fox
Jean Dratler from Robin & Mark Knoll
Aaron Lomasky from Joan & Steven Lomasky
Dr. Bernard E. E. Metrick from Roberta & Steven Scoll
Louis Kussin from Sharyn & Steven Kussin
Claire Ageloff from Andrew Ageloff
Lea Weiss from Harriet Klein
Isadore Altman from Linda & Lew Altman
George Sussman from Ellen & Alan Sussman
Mollie Goz from Ruth & Albert Stam
William Stam from Ruth & Albert Stam
Yetta Stam from Ruth & Albert Stam
Allen Rosenberg from Alexander & Frieda Rosenberg
Bella Bader from Fran & Allan Bader
Joseph Lipfield from Barri & Allen Gershlak
Sarah Gershlak from Barri & Allen Gershlak
Julius Gershlak from Barri & Allen Gershlak
Adolph Link from Barbara & Barry Zolot
Perle Zolot from Barbara & Barry Zolot
Joseph Zolot from Barbara & Barry Zolot
Yetta Lasky from Harriet & Barry Lasky
Stephanie Gail Wilansky from Judith & Barry Wilansky
Rose Wilansky from Judith & Barry Wilansky
Lester Grossman from Linda & Barry Berman
Max Schosid from Lynne & Barry Schosid
Herman Renka from Ruth & Barry Silverman
Blanche Batnick from Joan & Blane Land
Pola Geier from Brenda & Dan Geier
Abe Jacobs from Ellen & David Jacobs
Julius Schmier from Gale & David Hirsh
Larry Hirsh from Gale & David Hirsh
Paul Michaels from Sabrina & David Silverman
Benjamin Scheckner from Anna & Dennis Kaplan
Sylvia Kaplan from Anna & Dennis Kaplan
Marcia Lampert from Linda & Eddie Lampert
Andrea Braswell from Martha & Edward Weisel
Mary Salsberg from Andrea & Elliot Weintraub
Ida Hymes from Ina & Elliot Hymes
Cecile Mersand from Sheryl & Gary Kushner
Edward Sheinberg from Wendy & Gary Pupa
Roslyn Itzkowitz from Michelle & Glenn Reisender
Rose Ader from Michelle & Glenn Reisender
Roslyn Itzkowitz from Michelle & Glenn Reisender
Mr. Gerald Birnbaum from Deborah & Hal Weiss
Isidore Schaffer from Karen & Harry Schaffer
Beatrice Wilkins from Karen & Harry Schaffer
Rose Ader from Barbara & Howard Ader
Sam Ader from Barbara & Howard Ader
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Saltanat Shaouli from Barbara & Howard Ader
Murray Flatow from Melanie & Jay Flatow
Herman Weinberg from Miriam & Jay Wanderman
Jack Gardner from Marla & Jeffrey Maidenbaum
Rosalie Mutterperl from Rhonda & Jeffrey Mutterperl
Benjamin Ballin from Roberta & Joe Goldenberg
Jeanette Ballin from Roberta & Joe Goldenberg
Ruth Abrams from Jill & Joel Wexler
Florence Siegel from Laurie & Joseph Siegel
Muriel Rader from Laurie & Joseph Siegel
Sarah Breines from Stefanie & Larry Meyers
Philip Feinberg from Linda & Lawrence Feinberg
Betty Kaufman from Lois & Leonard Kaufman
Melvin Goldberg from Abby & Mark Goldberg
Phyllis Zeizel from Cheryl & Martin Shaiman
Marilyn Karpel from Audrey & Michael Robin
Jerome Robin from Audrey & Michael Robin
Robert Simms from Deborah & Michael Goldstein
Lillian Schwartz from Michelle & Michael Schwartz
Mildred Bleistern from Karen & Mitchel Bleistern
Thelma Levine from Brenda & Mitchell Pitkoff
Stanley Seidman from Shari & Mitchell Simon
Jack D. Rosenwasser from Phyllis & Murray Yenis
Morris Friedman from Paula & Nathan Rum
Harry Sachs from Judith & Ned Sachs
Theodore Gellman from Jennifer & Paul Gellman
Lillian Faust from Karen & Paul Baer
Melvin Wolf from Melanie & Peter Wolf
Burt Lipman from Elaina & Philip Corwin
Rose Beatrice Lipman from Elaina & Philip Corwin
Muriel Saunders from Hanna & Robert Saunders
Nathan L. Chavkin from Lillian & Robert Chavkin
Ira Goldstein from Robert Capilupi & Lori Goldstein
Harry Levine from Deborah & Ronald Levine
Julius Peretz from Rochelle & Ronald Peretz
Nina Levine from Kathy & Roy Levenson
Fannie Berg from Evelyn & Shep Berg
William B. Goldgeier from Sondra & Sol Rosen
Louis Skloot from Ellen & Stephen Kramer
Charlotte Lepselter from Helene & Stephen Lepselter
Ralph Gorodess from Helene & Stephen Lepselter
Marvin Haber from Cheryl & Steven Haber
Elaine Haber from Cheryl & Steven Haber
June Fishkin from Rena & Steven Berger
Milton Fishkin from Rena & Steven Berger
Paula Fader from Terri & Steven Gillman
Milton Fishkin from Steven Fishkin & Susan Weber-Fishkin
Martin Jacoby from Steven Kabatsky & Caryn Jacoby
Yvonne Jacoby from Steven Kabatsky & Caryn Jacoby
Arlene Miller from Bruce Miller
Louise Levine from Eli Levine
Andrew Levine from Eli Levine
Seymour Levine from Eli Levine
Morris Luckman from Eli Levine
David Levine from Eli Levine
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Lorraine Kaplan from Eric Kaplan
Louis Kaplan from Eric Kaplan
Gladys Bickel from Joel Bickel
Irene Zinn from Richard Zinn
Clara Myers from Ann Pittel Schwartz
Joe Orbuch from Arleen Orbuch
Irving Goodson from Arleen Orbuch
Rene Lasky from Bea Goldberg
Gene Mausner from Bernice Mausner
Maxwell Kotz from Carol Kotz
Joseph Kleinman from Carol Kotz
Dr. Howard Kotz from Carol Kotz
Aaron Gindi from Deborah Gindi
Fanni Bugoff from Dorit Bugoff
Nat Kurzer from Eileen Greenspan
David Russell from Elaine Vogel
Etta Sarah Russell from Elaine Vogel
Sophie Gutterson from Francine Goodman
Seymour Greenbaum from Gloria Cooper
Minnie Greenbaum from Gloria Greenbaum
Milton Ullian from Lorraine Ullian
Rebecca Podolsky from Louella Silberberg
Arthur Baumgarten from Neil Baumgarten
Rose Beck from Phyllis Chaskes
Paul Goldberg from Phyllis Goldberg
Gertrude Katzanek from Robin Katzanek
Franklin Levy from Sandra Pinkus
Max Wexler from Sarah Wexler
Harold Rosenblum from Shelley Rosenblum
Shirley Rosenblum from Shelley Rosenblum
Murry Kupfer from Gladys Ward
Frances Tropper from Judith Burkhoff
Frank Tropper from Judith Burkhoff
Daniel Friedfertig from Julia Friedfertig
Edna Nash from Susan Melnick
Rene Lasky from Bea Goldberg
Irving Weinstock from Sandra Feldman
Stanley Lawrence Mendelsohn from Paulette & Gary Mendelsohn
Helen Kurzer from Paulette & Gary Mendelsohn
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BUSINESS FORMATIONS
ACQUISITIONS
DISPOSITIONS
MERGERS
FINANCING TRANSACTIONS
LOAN TRANSACTIONS
REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS
PURCHASES & SALES

C������ S���

COMMERCIAL LEASING

Member, Corporate and Real Estate Law Groups
516.741.6565 | cskop@msek.com

MORTGAGE TRANSACTIONS

Member, Board of Directors of the Merrick Jewish Centre

Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein, P.C. I 990 Stewart Avenue I Garden City I New York 11530
GARDEN CITY I NEW YORK CITY I WASHINGTON, D.C. I www.msek.com
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A Simcha is such a
wonderful thing!
Would you like to share a Simcha with
members of our congregation?
Sponsor a Shabbos luncheon?
For all reservations and questions
please contact the office!

Tell them you read it
in the Bulletin!
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